
Test 
reporting

How to be 
more 

convincing to 
invest in 
quality.

How to 
write 

Compelling 
test reports

Engaging the 
audience/reader 

more

I like how you 
put it: Tell 
compelling 

stories about 
testing

the difference 
between test 
reporting and 
story tellingBetter 

communicate 
test results to 

different 
audiences

How to 
report 

to team
How can my 

testing 
benefit from 
Storytelling?

How to 
create 

meaningful 
test reports.

Write a more holistic 
report about a 

project, rather than 
individual bug ticket 

numbers/links

How 
storytelling 
applies to 

testing

How to 
write up an 
exploratory 

test run.
Getting a better 

balance between 
time spent writing 

reports and 
enough 

information

improve 
communication - 

verbal

How to 
convince that 

particular 
approach of 

testing is good



What did we 
test ? What

was our 
approach ?

bug reports, 
metrics

Informing different 
stakeholders about 

the testing done, the 
findings you have 

and 
recommendations 

you have.

A way to 
present 

your testing 
experience

Description on my train of 
thoughts

- Goal description
- Test preparation (test 

data, interview)
- How to test
- what to test

- Questions raised
-

Giving feedback 
about the test 

activities and their 
outcomes to 

someone who may 
or may not be 
interested in it

Documentation 
outlining what 
was tested and 
the results of 

the testing

Report the 
outcome of the 
testing, it can be 

success, bugs 
found or new area 

development

reporting results of your test 
and what could be done

 in a manner that engages 
other parties to act

It can be many 
things:

Test progress
Issues

What is testing

informing about the major 
problems founds, 
opportunities for 

improvement, things that 
need to be further clarified, 

things that couldnt be 
tested and probably should

The summary 
of what was 
tested and 

what 
happened

Test planning: 
what is being 

tested, test tools, 
test data etc

Tell about 
the product, 
process and 

progress



bugs 
identified 

during 
testing

Information that 
is relevant for 
the person(s) 
you address. 
This can vary.

all relevant 
information 

related to testing 
(successes, 

failures, bugs, 
descoped etc)

- Mindmap (cases, 
platform, personas, 

risks)
- Test data (how to 

get it)
- Questions

- Bugs

bugs, coverage, 
tools used

Charters, 
environment, set 

up 
blockers/issues 

encountered, bug 
ticket links

- what was found
- how it impacts business

- how likely it is to 
happen

What worked, what don't.
What was tested (feature, 

version, app, api, etc).
Own rating/feeling about 

the quality/priority

Most valuable 
information on 

what can be 
threatening the 

products value to 
stakeholders

scope 
of tests

Test 
coverage 

information

Specific test 
scenarios 
and errors 

found

what was 
tested, how it 

was tested, 
why it was 

good testing

- environments
- device type

- build number
- screenshots/ 

videos

bugs, defects, 
anything 

unexpected but 
not really either 
a bug or defect

Tests done, 
completion 
estimate, 
problems, 

questions, ideas, 
praise. risks,

Percieved 
quality of 
the SUT

Testing results 
what passed 
what failed 
how do we 

improve

what needs 
to be 

covered 
leiter

was there 
anything done 
different from 
the test plan



**Applied Boundary Value Analysis**
- Valet parking fulfilled AC (4hrs59min; 5hrs; 
5hrs01min)
- Short- term/long- term parking fulfilled AC
- This is how far I got

Pauli

Greg
- system accepts all characters 

and gives an estimation on 
anything

- no limit on duration (I added a 
date to exit on 2046)

- accepts date entered the 
partking as a date before today. 

i.e. if I put 4 years before

Thomas
I see improvements everywhere. From 

not useful calculatoin rules, wrong 
calculations, usabillity, ...

Let's think about value and prioritize our 
testing and implementation efforts.

- UI needs improvement (amount 
not visible, action button 

unnaturally placed below the 
calculated amount a.s.o.)

- functionality: time is showing 
40:00, selector and radio buttons 

resetting; date validations 
needed

- use equiv partitioning / 
boudary value for validating 

calculations

* enter 24 hr fomat in time and 
selecting pm caused misbehavior

* decide on time to leve wjhen 
entering

*cannot clear choices* could 
enter 30feb2021 *choosing type 

and time selection did not go 
hand in hand

past dates accepted
would prefer a more clearer 
message when a leaving 
date/time isn't applied.

dates were accepted in either 
dd/mm/yyyy or mm/dd/yyyy 

 input dates from 1945 to 2021 
and were accepted -

date of 31/02/2021 was also 
accepted and calculated?

After clicking, it defaulted back to 
valet parking every time

Sergio

Dates
Idea: Could be filled      automatically, at least the start
Bug: if end date is less than      start date, for some delta gives error, for other it 
presents some      negative numbers (but not costs)

Calculation
It seems that the base calculation for 1 hour works
Bug: Calculate clears "parking lot"

Bug: enter 23:00 AM calculate.. Then switch to 23pm and calculate.  it will fill out 
35:00 AM in the data; bit related is the fact that there is no validation on 0-12 input 
for hours

Question: this price model is not clear..  Maybe it's 18 max per day?
Valet Parking
$18 per day
$12 for five hours or less

Calculate various parking 
rates: The Parking Lot 

dropdown was not correct 
applied

Changing the time selector 
AM/PM lost chosen state 

after calculation
overall: a bit buggy, stuff to 

do

- After clicking calculate it doesn't show 
anything of what I have chosen, it shows 

like default Valet Parking

- Choosing 13:00 PM in from- date- time 
gives 25:00 in time and (-1 Days, 23 

Hours, 0 Minutes)

- Empty in dates and time and with Valet 
Parking and Short- term parking it 
gives ESTIMATED PARKING COSTS

$ 12.00        (0 Days, 0 Hours, 0 Minutes) 
and ESTIMATED PARKING COSTS

$ 2.00        (0 Days, 0 Hours, 0 Minutes)

- we can enter a time in 
french (i.e. 12.00am - 

18p.m) which was 
counted as 18 hours
- past dates accepted
- We don't know the 

number of free places

Time changes to 
27:00 when I 
submitted a valid 
request.

Can add historic dates to:
Long term
Economy
Surface

Calendar UI issue
24:00 is a thing

Adding 24:00AM with same 
day and 17:00AM gives cost 
of $0 and -1 day, 17 hours

Were able to test 
correctness of valvulation 

of Valet Parking only. 
Found bug on estimated 

parking costs (amount ok, 
presented time not). Would 

like to discuss before 
continuation.

defaulted to valet 
parking all the 
time after making 
a request

Not able to 
select 

unselected 
radio button 

with keyboard

Beth Pennell
Initial impression of the page and analysis of interactable elements:
 - Prices are listed for calculation verification
 - Simple UI
 - Interactable elements: Dropdowns, Text fields, Radio buttons, Date picker
 - Calculate button
 - Addition of a Lost Ticket Fee if ticket is lost

Initial Notes:
 - Parking Lot dropdown list corresponds with the listed prices, but not in the same 
order
 - Radio button presence indicates 12- hour clock format, but time fields allow 24- 
hour format
 - PM radio button adds 12 hours - even when 24- hour clock time is entered first

Further Date/Time Testing:
 - Date picker does not enter dates in the format shown MM/DD/YYYY (single digits)
 - Allows entry of times above 24 hours
 - Error that start date is after end date does not always show

Calculation test Notes:
 - Valet Parking - 0 minutes calculated at minimum
 - Valet Parking - 5 hours exactly gives full day price but should be ">=5 hours"
 - Short Term - Dropdown selection resets upon clicking calculate
 - Short Term - Giving Max price for 2 hour time window (expected $4)



(lvl1) the product status thus far fulfills its requirements
(lvl2) I used boundary value analysis and want to explore its outer 
ends
(lvl3) quality thus far looks good but need more time to explore 
its boundaries so that I can give a more comprehensive answer to 
its quality and risks if we deploy

Pauli

Thomas:
The product has issues in various areas, (usability, clarity, 

charisma). I perceived issue with the calculation could not be 
confirmed.

I tested the product in a 10 minute session getting an overview of 
functionlities and other quality attributes.

The testing I did was very high level, so we should focus on most 
critical aspects (what are they by the way?) to reduce the 
remainings risks, which I consider to be high right now.

*The UI seems to be complete but in terms of 
functionality are still open issues.

*There have been tests with regards to the correctness 
of the calculations of the various parking rates.
Further some testing was done in regards user 

interaction for the date an time settings.

*Overall the edge cases like leap days are not covered 
well, stated as med. risk.

The representation of the time of parking and the 
chosen lot is incorrect, which will impact the user, 

considered as high risk

I concentrated on dates and times first with valet 
parking as the default. 
I entered aentry date and time via the date picker and 
typing it in. I noted that a date in the past was 
accepted 
I also noted that if you don't specify a leaving date and 
time an error shows "error enter a correctly formatted 
date" 
I also noted a bug where the time defaulted to 27:00 
after a valid entry was accepted

This demonstrated that more testing was required as I 
haven't been able to test other parking lots but would 
like these bugs to be addressed first

The calculator is in early phase of developement so i 
was less concerned by the UI

Sergio

The product isn't "stable"/good enough to be deployed 
as there are some major issues in the calculation that 
went wrong with dates and values.

I tried simple usage scenarios and some possible and 
basic input errors, I did some calculations for the 
different parking lots and also for different time 
intervals.

While testing, it became clear that there are some 
improvements on usability and input validation that 
need to be done. It also became clear that further 
testing needs to be performed in the calculation itself.

Beth Pennell
STATUS:
More thorough investigation of the application needed
Confirmation of key quality aspects - Issues found in assumed critical elements

METHOD:
Visual analysis of page elements
Context of application set
Initial key factors - Calcs must be correct above all, Application useable
Test breakdown, initial interaction, focused test area, calculations tests

Result:
Issues found within the calculations present the most prominent risk
Further investigation needed
Usability fixes

product: the product is in a state that it is usable
Testing: dates (+/-) 

Quality: still lots to work on as the basics are good, but 
needs some refinement around the valid inputs

Ben

The product can be improved, as 
some of the customers will find it 

hard to get the best out of it.
I had a brief look at areas such 
as entering empty or negative 

values, and found an issue in this 
area, but have a lot more testing 

to do.
I need another few hours with 

this site to really explore what it 
can do.

The calculator is obviously in an 
early phase of development. it 

needs a lot of UI?UX 
improvements, as well as 

functionality fixes. It needs 
further testing and investigation 

for the rules behind the 
calculations before it can be 

considered as releasable.

Could have spent the available 10 
minutes on clarification of test 

assignment, but did SOME exploration of 
Parking Calculator instead. Focussed on 
correctness of calculation, but were able 

to look at Valet Parking only. I think I 
found a bug on the presented estimated 

parking costs (amount ok, presented 
duration not). Was busy on reproduction. 

I feel 10 minutes is too little to present 
much valuable information on Parking 

Calculator, so would like to discuss 
before continuation.

Werner Beldman

Aldila
Lev 1

The product's goal is to calculate the cost of parking lot 
based on time and type

Risks: calculation might be wrong based on the date 
input, the way of inputing date, AM or PM, user error to 

put end instead of start
Lev 2

I tried to execute happy path to explore the expected 
result

Find out different test data
Find different way to enter data
Haven't tested cross browsers

Lev 3
Risk: Functionality, user friendliness, adaptability

Shalini
Product Story-

The product is not ready for shipping before fixing 
some of the things found during testing

Testing Story-
tried to see if dates are validated and found they are 

not.
could enter 30feb2021

time in 24 hours plus am and pm is confusing. so tried 
to enter a time from 8.00 to 17.00 and selected pm, it 

calculated for

could not finish typing the reporting

Product story- I think the product is unstable- not fit for 
release/use yet

Testing story- Tested it on web? Functional exploratory 
testing on calculation and ticket types

Quality story- So far I’ve found a few risky issues on 
wrong amounts calculated, auto wrong timing changes 
& there are possibly more bugs around timing, dates 

and calculations
Date in the past is acceptable, not sure how this is 

adding value to users- bug?

Belema Ogan


